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Your own
dedicated

Novated
Leasing
specialist

Save with
exclusive

National Fleet
Discounts

If you are looking for a new car, now’s the time
to take out a novated lease with Fleet Network!

We’ll sell your

Trade-in
for you

For a short time only, we are offering all NTPA Members an EXCLUSIVE OFFER!
With every novated lease settled during March and April 2020,
Fleet Network will give NTPA Members a FREE BONUS GIFT PLUS ...

You’ll go in the draw to WIN $500 Cash!

*

TER

Lease a car
and you could
win $500!

SUPPOR
UD

Save GST

on your vehicle’s
running costs^

NTPA Only Draw
Your Package
includes
Finance, Fuel,
Insurance,
Servicing, Tyres
& Registration

ASK US ABOUT
THIS MONTH’S

SPECIAL
OFFER
#

Get a free quote today!

1300 738 601
www.fleetnetwork.com.au/ntpa
*Drawn on 5 May 2020. Only open to NTPA Members. To qualify for this offer you must mention this advertisement to Fleet Network prior to the completion of your initial contract. The new or used salary packaged car
must be settled between 1 Mar 2020 and 30 Apr 2020. Vehicle must be procured by Fleet Network. ^Subject to Employer policy. #To qualify for this offer, mention this ad to Fleet Network prior to the completion of your
initial contract. Vehicle must be supplied by Fleet Network. Not valid with any other offers. Employees should consult their employer’s salary packaging policy before entering into a contract.
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DOM IS ONTO A GOOD THING
WITH HIS THIRD NOVATED
LEASE WITH FLEET NETWORK
At Fleet Network, we are lucky enough to have many repeat
customers coming back to us to upgrade their cars.
Once they experience the benefits of a novated lease, it
becomes a convenient part of their day-to-day lives.
This is definitely the case with
long-term client, Dom Crea,
an Acting Senior Sergeant
at the Youth Engagement
Division in Darwin. Dom
was recommended to
Fleet Network via a
colleague in 2014 and he
has never looked back.
“As soon as I spoke to Fleet
Network, they blew me
away,” said Dom. “Their
professionalism and knowledge
of novated leasing was
very reassuring. I shopped
around on car prices and
accessories before speaking
to them and they beat
everyone hands down.”
Dom recently upgraded his
first Fleet Network car, a Mazda
CX-9, to a new Toyota Prado
GXL 4x4 and loves it. Being a
proud (and busy) father to five
girls, he also opted to purchase
another car via a novated lease
in 2018. Their Kia Carnival has
been a godsend getting the
family around to all their school
and sporting commitments –
there’s never a dull moment
in the Crea household!
“Our delivery coordinator
Jodie, really went the extra mile
for us,” said Dom. “We needed
our new Prado within three
weeks for a planned trip to
Alice Springs. Jodie secured
the car at a great price, met
the tight deadline and got us
on the road in plenty of time.”
“Novated leasing suits our
family as it helps with our
monthly budgeting. Since
all the running costs are

included in the fortnightly
repayments, for example fuel,
registration and services, we
know we have money in the
package for both cars when
we need it,” said Dom.
“The customer service from the
novated team during each lease
has been great too. I simply
email my receipts through
and they are reimbursed
into our bank account within
24 hours,” said Dom.
Dom hasn’t hesitated in
referring a number of
colleagues to Fleet Network
over the years, so they too
could benefit from the
personalised service on offer.

TIME TO UPGRADE
YOUR CAR?
If you are interested in learning
more about novated leasing,
the team at Fleet Network
have extensive experience in
procuring and salary packaging
vehicles across Australia.
They are also a trusted,
preferred supplier of the NT
Government and the NTPA.
Speak to one of Fleet
Network’s expert consultants
for an obligation-free
quote today. Let us show
you how to best use your
pre-tax salary and SAVE
THOUSANDS on your
next new car. It’s one of the
benefits of being a Police
Officer. Make the call to
Fleet Network on
1300 738 601 or visit
fleetnetwork.com.au/ntpa.

Dom Crea with Frank Agostino, Fleet
Network’s National Operations Manager
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Political
interference, real or
perceived, has raised
its ugly head on more
than one occasion
during the last decade,
and this must stop.
The honeymoon is
also over for our new
Commissioner, and he
must deliver a strong
message this year.
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Believe it or not, cops are human.
They are in fact, just like the rest
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This year continues to provide
significant challenges internally
within our police force. The new
Commissioner has set his new agenda,
including Project 2030, so further
changes will be coming.

Paul McCue
President

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
As we move well into the new year, 2020 shapes
up to be one which will define and shape policing
in the Northern Territory for the coming years.
With the Territory Election
just five months away, law
and order must be high on
the agenda for any politician
who is willing to put their
hand up for parliament.
Your Association has been
preparing for the upcoming
election for some time,
including regular meetings with
both sides of government. In
addition, our recent survey of
members will form the basis for
our pre-election submission
to all candidates about the
important issues you see as vital
to whoever forms government.
I thank all members who
participated in this important
survey which provided some
very clear messages for our

Chief Minister in particular.
As a result, I will continue to
publicly reflect the mood of
the membership, who have
lost complete confidence in
the Chief Minister as head
of the current government.
This year continues to provide
significant challenges internally
within our police force. The
new Commissioner has set his
new agenda, including Project
2030, so further changes will be
coming. Your Association will
continue to play a consultative
role in any changes and this
commitment has been made
by Commissioner Chalker.
The reintroduction of the
Territory Duty Superintendent
(TDS) role has been welcomed

by the NTPA and reinstates
a position which provides
senior oversight to our
members throughout the
Territory. It is a credit to all
those officers who worked
in the Watch Commander
role during the absence of
the TDS position where they
were required to undertake
additional responsibility and
I wish to acknowledge their
work during that time.
It is not too difficult to look
back over the last decade in
the history of NT Police to see
why it may be viewed as one
to be consigned to the recycle
bin. Levels of distrust between
the senior management and
the rank and file were fuelled
with ongoing public shaming

of several senior officers. Ad
hoc recruiting to suit political
agendas now sees a void of
recruits coming onto the beat
in our major regional centres.
Political interference, real
or perceived, has raised its
ugly head on more than
one occasion during the last
decade, and this must stop.
The honeymoon is also over
for our new Commissioner,
and he must deliver a strong
message this year that he will
stand with his officers shoulder
to shoulder, and set in stone a
method of leadership which will
rebuild the trust which has sadly
eroded over the last decade.
Actions, however, always
speak louder than words.
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SFO REPORT

SOUTHERN
FIELD OFFICER
REPORT

Peter Stowers
Southern Field Officer

With the start of the new
year comes a new decade
that needs to be entered with
eyes wide open and (please
excuse the pun) 20-20 vision.
There are some significant
changes on the horizon. We
have a new Commissioner,
Jamie Chalker APM, who
has a mammoth task,
considering the current
fiscal environment, of
getting the numbers right
especially concerning
our remote stations.
In January, I was given a
guided tour around the new
Palmerston Police Station by
Senior Sergeant Trevor Owen
and Sergeant Mal Marshall,
pretty flash to say the least.
The Palmerston Watch House,
hands down the best Watch

House in Australia not only
according to me, but also the
many visiting dignitaries and
interstate police colleagues.
Due credit to the main driving
force and ideas man behind
this awesome purpose-built
facility, my old squaddie Trevor
Owen, good job mate.
The start of 2020 saw Australia
burning with bushfires raging
up and down the East Coast.
Great work by Melissa
Overall for organising a very
successful Palmerston Police
Station Bush Fire Fundraiser
Appeal on the 15 January.

AUSTRALIA
DAY HONOURS
I am sure all members would
join me in acknowledging
and congratulating our 2020
Australia Day medal recipients.
Congratulations to retired
Sergeant Garry Casey AM
who was made a Member
of the Order of Australia for
his significant service to the
community through emergency
response organisations. Garry
is a valued member of the
Northern Territory Fire, Rescue
and Emergency Services.
Garry joined the Police Force
in 1975 and retired in 2009.
He was the Treasurer of the
Northern Territory Police
Association between 1984
– 1992, and an Executive
Member from 1992 – 1993.
During his time on the force,
Garry received a National
Police Service Medal and
NT Police Commissioner’s
Commendation.
He’s also a current serving
committee member of the
Retired Police Association.
Congratulations also to

Superintendent Antony
Deutrom APM who received
the Australian Police Medal
for his distinguished service
to the NT Police Force.
Supt Deutrom joined the
force in 1994 and during that
time has served at numerous
locations across the Territory
including Alice Springs, Ti
Tree, Yuendumu, Harts Range,
Alyangula and Palmerston.
He also served overseas in
Phuket, Thailand, and Indonesia
where he volunteered to be
part of the Disaster Victim
Identification Team following
the 2004 Boxing Day Tsunami.

FAREWELL
SNR SGT DON
EATON APM
It’s a pity to see one of the
best leave, on Friday 4th of
December, after 38 years’
service, I had the privilege of
attending the farewell from
the Northern Territory Police
Force of Senior Sergeant
Don Eaton APM. When a
long serving member such
as Don leaves a library is
lost and volumes of wisdom
and knowledge is gone.

Palmo bushfire relief
Palmerston members
raised much needed
funds for bushfireaffected communities
Don Eaton APM presented with a
wall-hanging to mark his retirement
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2020 also marks 150 years of
continued policing in the Northern
Territory. Towards the middle of the
year there will be a number of events
held to celebrate this important
milestone.

Steven Langdon
Northern Field Officer

NORTHERN FIELD
OFFICER REPORT
Welcome all to 2020 and the start of a new decade.
For those who got away on
leave over the Christmas
and New Year period, I
hope you are refreshed
and ready for another big
year. For those who didn’t
get away, I do hope you
have leave planned and
are mindful of your mental
and physical well-being.
2020 also marks 150 years
of continued policing in the
Northern Territory. Towards
the middle of the year there
will be a number of events held
to celebrate this important
milestone. The NT Police
Museum and Historical Society
is launching a book to celebrate
the last 150 years, which will list
every member that has served
during this time. Please visit
www.ntpa.com/au or our
Facebook page for information
on how you can order a copy.

Some of the most pressing
issues on my agenda include:
the Rank Qualification Pathway,
the 14B transfer, and lack of
remote staff. The NTPA is
keeping up the pressure on the
NT Police Executive to progress
ideas into solutions with the
aim of attempting to achieve
both short term relief and
long-term sustainable programs.
A number of new delegates,
across all NTPA regions, were
finalised in October and a
refreshed delegate training
package will be rolled out in
the next few months. Thank
you to those who have
volunteered their time to
benefit the membership. If
you’re interested in becoming
a delegate in future, don’t
hesitate to give me a call and
I can give you a run down
on what is expected.

POLICE ASSAULTS
I am regularly approached
by members who have
been assaulted on the job. I
encourage all members who
are assaulted at work, no
matter how minor, to report it.
It’s vital that we have accurate
information to reflect the true
number of assaults on police,
which enables our office to
lobby the government on
behalf of members. This also
goes for our internal reporting.
I have had multiple discussions
with the Health and Recovery
team and the Work Health and
Safety team and again implore
you all to report all incidents,
so please fill in the required
AIIHR form (yes, the Accident,
Injury, Incident, Hazard report
form). These discussions have
led us to the obvious: this area
is massively under reported by

our membership. We all should
understand that a buildup of
even minor instances can lead
to long-term psychological
damage, for this reason alone I
encourage members to report.
As the wet season is upon us
travel to a number of remote
locations is a little harder to
achieve, but let me assure
you as the roads open and
weather permits, I will be
back out to visit our remote
stations. As always if you have
any questions please feel
free to give me a call on
0428 881 652 or
shoot me an email
steven.langdon@ntpa.com.au
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INDUSTRIAL REPORT

YOUR ROLES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES AS A
MEMBER OF THE NTPA

Andrea Wyllie
Industrial Officer

My role as your Industrial Officer is to ensure
that you receive the right advice when it comes to
Industrial issues relating to the legislation under which
you are bound and employed by.

All police officers who are members of each State, Territory and Federal
Police Association and Union are members of the Police Federation
of Australia, this number equates to over 60,000 members.
The importance of being a
member of an Association is
invaluable and as members
it is important to know that
YOU are the Association,
not the Executive and not
the staff members it is YOU.
And as a member you have
an obligation to ensure
that the issues that are
affecting yourself and your
colleagues are raised and
addressed by your elected
officials with the relevant
work areas that can assist.
Your Association has 14
elected Executive members
who are there to represent the
regions located throughout
the Northern Territory, and
in the office are seven staff
members who are there to
assist you in any way they can.
My role as your Industrial
Officer is to ensure that you
receive the right advice when
it comes to industrial issues
relating to the legislation
under which you are bound
and employed by.
The following is a list of key
responsibilities and roles which
I undertake in my position:
• Provide Industrial advice
to all members
• Disciplinary matters
• Complaints against police

• Initial contact on member
criminal matters
• First point of contact for
external legal matters
• Interpretation of the
Consent Agreement (CA),
Police Arbitral Tribunal
Determination (PATD)
and other industrial
agreements when required
• Workers compensation
matters
• Interpretation of the
NTPA Constitution,
By-Laws and Schemes
• Representation on a variety
of working groups
In your role as a member of
the Association it is important
to know how to get the
issues that are affecting you
and your colleagues raised
in the correct way via a
motion to be actioned by the
Association on your behalf.
A motion is a formal proposal
for consideration by a Branch
meeting, it may be raised by
members at the meeting or
a member may give advance
notice of the motion prior to
the meeting taking place.
When choosing an issue
to be raised as a motion
it is important to consider
the following points.
Will the issue:

• Be winnable/partly
winnable?
• Be widely felt?
• Be deeply felt?
• Result in real improvement?
• Give members a sense
of their own power?
• Be easy to understand?
• Increase the visibility
of the Association?
• Be non-divisive
among members?
• Send a message to
management?
• Build Association solidarity?
When creating a motion, the
proper format should be
used to avoid any confusion.
The wording of the motion
should begin with “The
(applicable regions name)
directs the NTPA Executive
to” and in here you should
be inserting what the result
is that you are seeking
It should be about a change or
an action to be taken regarding
an issue that is affecting
members, an explanation or
rationale should be provided
why the motion is being put
forward by the region.
The motion is to then be
voted on by the region
and forwarded on to the
NTPA for actioning.

An example of a clear
motion is as follows:
“The Darwin Region directs
the NTPA Executive to
lobby the Commissioner
of Police to comply with
CIA Legislation regarding
arrested suspects being
held in a safe and secure
area as required under
the Legislation.”
The above example clearly
identifies that the Darwin
Region is directing the
NTPA Executive to lobby
the Commissioner of Police
for a certain outcome in
relation to the holding of
suspects at police facilities.
The Region would then follow
up with a brief explanation
below the motion detailing
why the Region is requesting
the action be taken and the
impact the issue is having on
the members of the Region
putting forward the motion.
In most instances a member of
the NTPA Executive and a staff
member should be present at
branch meetings to assist with
any questions around putting
forward motions, and if there
are any specific questions in
relation to my article please
contact me on
0455 104 148 or email
andrea.wyllie@ntpa.com.au
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HAS NT LABOR
DELIVERED ON ITS
KEY 2016 ELECTION
PROMISES TO
POLICE?
In just five short months,
Territorians will be handed a
piece of paper and a pencil,
be directed to a wobbly
cardboard polling booth
and make a monumental
decision: which political party
(or parties) should govern the
NT for the next four years.
For some people, this choice
has already been made. For
others, the major (and minor)
political parties still have time
to sway their vote. Voters will
sift through a goliath of political
promises, campaign advertising,
and potential mudslinging.
As police officers, there are
specific promises directed
at you. At the time of print,
we were yet to hear what
commitments will be made to
the men and women of the
thin blue line – but we can
measure key political promises
by the current government
in the lead up to the last
election, in 2016, against
what has been delivered.
PROMISE: “Labor
will deliver those
additional 120 police”

OUTCOME: FAIL
The NTPA does not believe the
current NT Labor Government
will reach this target of 120
extra frontline police, nor its
additional promise to fully
fund the 94 Metropolitan
Patrol Group officers. After
removing non-frontline
Auxiliaries and officers at the
rank of Commander and above
from the 1537 FTE staffing
levels reported in the 2018/19
Annual Report, adding the 45

new recruits from Constable
Recruit Squad 136 (15 of
the 60 are transferring from
Auxiliary or ACPO positions)
and 12 recruits from Aboriginal
Community Police Officer
(ACPO) Recruit Squad 26,
you get 1,352 FTE which is
142 frontline officers short
of the 1494 FTE target. And
that’s before you deduct the
resignations and retirements
for the 2019/20 financial year
which, on average, is around
65. The reason Commander
and above positions are
removed, is because of the
ambiguity around whether
they were considered frontline
during the Executive pay
freeze saga: if the government
considers them frontline, they
shouldn’t be included in the
pay freeze, if they aren’t they
shouldn’t be included in the
120. NT Labor has failed to
recruit enough officers to
do the job of policing, let
alone the additional roles
and responsibilities that have
been forced on our members,
or to cover attrition.
PROMISE: “Labor will
fund the 94 metropolitan
police patrol group
into our local police”

OUTCOME: FAIL
This has simply not happened.
In fact, the last time the
Metropolitan Patrol Group
(MPG) was mentioned by
Michael Gunner, was when he
was in Opposition. If you add
the promised 94 MPG officers
to the overall NT Police Force
staffing levels, the FTE target
gets bumped to 1588, so come
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Kyrrie Blenkinsop
Communications Officer

August we could be more
than 230 officers behind the
original target and that’s before
attrition is taken into account.
The MPG was initially
established, with federal
funding, to provide services
around security of immigration
detention facilities in the NT,
but evolved into a Public
Order Response role which
included clamping down
on anti-social behaviour.
PROMISE: “Labor will
properly resource police,
so they have the tools to
do their jobs and keep
the community safe”

OUTCOME: FAIL
Despite increasing the overall
Northern Territory Police,
Fire and Emergency Services
budget, NT Labor cannot claim
this as a win. Not when our
our members tell us they’re
constantly back-filling positions,
acting up in high duties, or
struggling to get more than
two vans on the road per shift
in our major centres because
of a shortage of numbers. Not
when they are being forced to
share critical accoutrements like
tasers or load-bearing vests, of
forced to go without because
of equipment shortages. Not
when overtime is still required
on such a regular basis to
filling gaping holes in rosters.
PROMISE: “Labor will
bring back the banned
drinkers register, which
police said was the best
tool they had to tackle
alcohol related anti-social
behaviour and crime”

OUTCOME:
ACHIEVED
In September 2017, NT Labor
delivered on its commitment
to reintroduce the Banned
Drinker Register (BDR),
which was scrapped by the
previous CLP government.
It’s debatable whether the
current model is sufficient
and the NTPA would like to
see the scheme expanded
to include pubs and clubs.
PROMISE: “Labor will build
a new police station in
Palmerston which, unlike
the CLP’s version, is fully
costed and funded.”

OUTCOME:
ACHIEVED
This political promise has been
achieved and the NTPA fully
supports the construction of a
state-of-the-art police station
for Palmerston, but there is
a need for a strong focus on
upgrading or new construction
of stations in remote
communities, where some
officers are still working out of
decade-old demountables.

Politicians are
the same over.
They promise
to build bridges
even when there
are no rivers.
- Nikita Khrushchev, Former
Premier of the Soviet Union
** Political promises source: NT Labor preelection promises: Media Release from Territory
Labor Leader, Michael Gunner, July 25, 2016

“Before changing to Police Health
we were seriously considering
dropping private health insurance
due to cost and lack of benefits,
however, since moving to Police Health
we will definitely be keeping our private
health insurance.
The benefits they pay are excellent
and you actually feel you are getting
something in return for the premiums
you pay.
Yes they are more expensive than
others we had looked at, but I think
their service and benefits paid more
than make up for that.

”

- Police Health Member

policehealth.com.au | 1800 603 603 | enquiries@policehealth.com.au
Police Health Limited ABN 86 135 221 519 A registered, not-for-profit, restricted access private health insurer - first established in 1935.
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WILL THE REAL HEALTH
INSURANCE PLEASE STAND UP?
Many of us associate value with cost – but when it comes to
health insurance, the saying is true: you get what you pay for!
You may have caught yourself
saying exactly that the last
time a bargain tool you
purchased second-hand
malfunctions after the first use.
After all, the chance to be thrifty
is always there. But there are
times when value and quality
should definitely be the front
runner over price alone. Like
when you want your purchase
to last, to fit you and your
family’s changing needs, to be
so useful it essentially ‘pays for
itself’ over time, and, perhaps
most importantly, when the
reason you want it in the first
place is to look after something
as important as the health of
your family – as should be the
case with your health insurance.
Unfortunately when shopping
for insurance, a lot of people
don’t look beyond the surface,
because – let’s be honest – it
can be complicated for the
average person to understand
the finer details of a policy.
Most just note the tick next to
dental, the thumbs-up beside
physio, check the monthly
premium and say ‘that seems
good’, when, in reality, the
details around benefits and
annual maximums need to
be looked at more closely to
find an appropriate match.
Over the past five years, more
than 2 million Aussie’s have
ditched their private health
insurance, citing reasons around
premium costs, lack of value
for money and not believing
in private health insurance1.
Looking at the broader picture
and patterns, it’s evident that

much of this departure is a
result of people being paired
with policies that don’t suit.
It’s a scary trend, given that
only 760,000 of 890,000
patients who were added to
the public hospital elective
surgery waiting list during
2018-2019 were admitted for
surgery in the same period.2

Now isn’t
the time to
ditch health
insurance.
It’s the time to
review and
understand
your policy.
The value of health insurance
is often misunderstood simply
because people are uncertain
about what they’re actually
covered for, and to what extent.
So dissect your policy. Get to
know it. If there’s a component
you don’t understand –
contact your fund and ask.
You stand to benefit greatly
simply by being informed.
As a starting point, use
these tips when reviewing/
comparing policies:
1. Educate yourself – know
what everyday things
you can claim on.
Extras are great for preventative
health. They help keep you
fit and well. Does your policy

include physiotherapy, remedial
massage services, braces, hearing
aids or orthotics?
If you’re unsure what a particular
health service includes – look
it up. If you’re paying to be
insured for benefits use them!
2. Look beyond the
lowest price.
Analyse the benefits included
in a policy alongside the
premium and see if the maths
adds up. What will you get
back on a standard physio,
psychologist or podiatrist
consult, and what’s the annual
maximum set at? Is it more
cost effective to pay a higher
premium knowing your money
will stay in your pocket when
you visit your health provider?
3. Get over the “why should
I paying for pregnancy when
I don’t use it?” mentality.
There are four hospital product
tiers; Gold, Silver, Bronze and
Basic. To be a classified as Gold
the policy must provide cover
for all 38 mandated clinical
categories, including ‘Pregnancy
and birth related services’. That
doesn’t mean you’re paying extra
for pregnancy, you’re paying
for comprehensive Gold tier
insurance, with no exclusions
– ultimate peace of mind.
Given that exclusions can catch
you without cover when you
need it, and the fact that some
‘Silver Plus’ policies are priced
very similarly to ‘Gold’ policies
(yet have a number of exclusions)
– it’s fair to say ‘buyer beware’.
4. Beware of applying
an excess.

Most people don’t realise
that excesses can become a
barrier to treatment when other
unexpected and uncontrollable
out of pocket costs hit – such
as gap payments for doctors
and anaesthesiologists. These
unexpected costs often hit
patients at the same time that
they’re dealing with a loss of
income, so removing excess
from the equation helps protect
you from the unforeseen – as
good insurance should.
Police Health’s cover doesn’t
malfunction when it’s time
to be used, so be sure to
add them to the mix when
comparing cover options.
In Northern Territory, across 21
popular Extra services listed on
the government’s Information
Statement, and including
dentistry, optometry, physio,
chiro and psychology…
• We pay out an average
of 43% more than BUPA
Top Extras 90 – and
we’re 25% cheaper*
• We pay out an average of
40% more than Medibank
Top Extras 85 – and
we’re 10% cheaper*
• And we pay out an average
of 79% more than BUPA
Top Extras 75 – yet we’re
still 1% cheaper*
When it comes to our Hospital
Cover, we offer no exclusions,
restrictions, excess or copayments— yet we’re 12%
cheaper* than BUPA and 15%
cheaper* than Medibank’s
nearest equivalent policies.

To find out more call 1800 603 603 or email enquiries@policehealth.
com.au for a no obligation quote and benefit comparison.

¹ https://www.savings.com.au/savings-accounts/two-million-aussies-dump-private-health-insurance-as-prices-soar. ² The Australian: Hospital System Stretched to the Limit, by Natasha Robinson, 8 January 2020.
*Clarification: We’ve calculated these illustrative averages for Northern Territory, based on a family policy, with no Australian Government Rebate on private health insurance or Lifetime Health Cover Loading. The
calculations are based on a limited selection of services, so comparisons may vary with other funds, other items and preferred provider arrangements, but, overall, we believe that they support our mission to provide
Cover Like No Other. If you want to compare the specific benefits or premiums for Police Health or other funds government Information Statements, these can be found at privatehealth.gov.au/ | Effective as of 1 April
2019. Police Health Limited. ABN 86 135 221 519. A registered, not-for-profit, Restricted access private health insurer.
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FROM THE POLLIES

Nicole Manison
Police Minister

This year I continue my regular
station visits, trying to talk to each
and every one of you as much as I can.
Your frank and fearless feedback is
important to me.

HON. NICOLE MANISON MLA,
MINISTER FOR POLICE, FIRE AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES
This year marks 150 years of the Northern Territory Police
Force (NTPF) and there is so much to be proud of.
We have several events
planned this year to mark the
important contribution of the
NTPF and it will be important
to take the time to appreciate
the men and women who
have served the Territory
and the difference they have
made and continue to make.

the stations, I really appreciate
the time you give me so I
can better understand the
challenges you face at times,
but also the opportunities
you see for the NTPF.

There is a big year ahead of
the NTPF for 2020 and I am
looking forward to working
with you to make sure you have
got the support and resources
you need to do your important
job and so we can continue to
build upon the good results
you have been achieving.

There were some great results
in 2019, especially when
it comes to driving down
alcohol-fuelled assaults and
commercial property crime.
This work is having a very
positive impact and we must
continue to momentum. I also
want to applaud our teams
working in traffic to reduce
the road toll as we saw lives
saved on our roads in 2019.

I have been out visiting
members and the public
servants who support us to
hear how things are going on
the ground. When I am out at

As Police Minister, I continue
working to support
you with the people,
technology, equipment and
infrastructure you need.

Work is now underway for the
new Nightcliff Police Station.
Work will also begin on the
new Ngukurr and Maningrida
Stations. The new Palmerston
Police Station is well and truly
operational now, and has been
doing the job we expected
it to do. We also now have
the new Angurugu station
up and running on Groote.
In May, 60 new recruits will
graduate from the police
colleague and join you on
the beat, providing direct
support to our regional areas,
and we have just completed
another squad of Police
Auxiliary Liquor Inspectors.
My conversations continue
with the Commissioner
about his vision for the
force and what we need to

do to make that happen.
This year I continue my
regular station visits, trying
to talk to each and every
one of you as much as I
can. Your frank and fearless
feedback is important to me.
Policing is tough work, and
sometimes it can feel like
a thankless job. Member
wellbeing is always at the
forefront of my mind, and
making sure you all have the
right support services in place.
Make sure if you are ever
having a hard time, reach out
to the support that is there
for you or to the Association.
As always, thank you all for
your tireless work to make
the Territory a better place.

JANUARY 2020

Lia Finocchiaro
Shadow Police Minister

POLICENEWS

As the Leader of the CLP
Opposition and Shadow
Minister for Police,
I want to take this
opportunity to express how
much I value the enormous
contribution that police
make to the Territory
each and every day.
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Addressing police resourcing
also includes ensuring that police
have everything they need to do
their jobs safely and efficiently,
from fit-for-purpose legislation to
a budget that is sufficient to fully
fund operations.

As I have said before, police
like yourselves risk your lives
on a daily basis to make
every Territorian safer and
your service is invaluable
and greatly appreciated.

LIA
FINOCCHIARO,
MLA LEADER OF
THE OPPOSITION,
AND SHADOW
MINISTER FOR
POLICE

FROM THE POLLIES

I have had the privilege of
attending many graduation
ceremonies at the police
college and I am always so
proud to see enthusiastic
and committed Territorians
who have made the
decision to serve.
Unfortunately, recent events
have highlighted the need
to address the frequency of
violence against our police
officers. The Police Association
is rightly concerned with
assaults on police that happen
on an all too frequent basis.
It is shocking to learn that
there were 175 documented
assaults on police in 2019.
However, this number is likely
understated as an estimated
25 per cent of assaults go
unreported. A recent survey
demonstrated that about one
(1) attack per day is being
perpetrated upon our hard
working, dedicated police and
this is simply unacceptable.
The CLP Opposition
commits to working closely
with NTPFES and the Police
Association to find a solution
to this unacceptable problem.
If tougher laws in this area
will make a difference in
decreasing the number of
assaults on police, then I will
bring appropriate legislation
to Parliament. If police require
additional resources, whether

technological or logistic, then I
want to know what I can do to
support the best outcome. The
current situation is untenable
and, as a community, we cannot
allow this level of assaults on
police to continue unabated.
Police resourcing is an issue
that the CLP Opposition has
often addressed. I will not be
making arbitrary commitments
around police numbers as
we have seen from successive
Governments over many years.
Instead, I will work with police
on how to best support a
sustainable model to address
retention and recruitment.
Policing is a demand-driven
job and police do not control
the level of crime or assistance
needed in the Territory.
Addressing police resourcing
also includes ensuring that
police have everything they
need to do their jobs safely
and efficiently, from fit-forpurpose legislation to a
budget that is sufficient to
fully fund operations. The CLP
Opposition will work with all
stakeholders to make certain
that police have all of the
tools necessary to fight crime
and keep Territorians safe.
The upcoming election
presents an opportunity for
the Territory to move into a
new exciting phase and 2020
marks the start of the Territory’s
decade to shine. The CLP
Opposition is solely focused on
making Territorians’ live better,
safer and full of opportunity.
Thank you for choosing
to serve and protect.

LAST NIGHT ON MY
SHIFT I PULLED A
THREE-YEAR-OLD OUT
OF A MAJOR CRASH

NOW I’M HOME WITH MY THOUGHTS.
You’re not alone. Put your hand up. Talk to someone.
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We have an
obligation to
provide services
to the bush and
many members,
including me,
have had long
and rewarding
careers and
experiences
from time in
communities.

Commissioner
Jamie Chalker

PROJECT 2030. BACK TO BASICS
TO SET OUR FUTURE.
It’s as simple and as challenging as that.
Our motto is to serve and
protect. When we joined the
police force, we did so with
a strong mindset to look
after our community, keep
it safe and help it thrive.
This is where the challenge lies.
Our communities are hurting.
I’ve visited where Alice Springs
residents and businesses
are being intimidated by
disaffected youth. These
stories are disturbing to
someone who has served in
the Red Centre and whose
wife and three children can
claim Alice as their birthplace.
Like all agencies we are facing
the pressures of a budget that
government is trying to keep
in check to reduce a big debt
burden. While we understand
the need for fiscal responsibility
our agency – including Fire
and Emergency Services – is
being called on more than
ever by our community.

Our policing activities have
seen huge reductions in
alcohol-related trauma
throughout the Territory, Strike
Force Trident continues to
have success in property crime,
our firefighters were called on
more than ever last year as the
intensity of fires in the Top End
rural area reached new levels
and our agency contributed
staff from across the tri-service
to help fight the devastating
fires in south-eastern Australia.
As a police force we must get
back to what we do and what
our community expects of us.
Each and every one of us from
our Executive to our Constables
to our Auxiliaries should engage
in being the best we can be.
We’re in an election year
and our services are under
even more scrutiny.
We need to stay in our lane,
ring fence our operations
and not be caught up in
external influences.

You have a strong leadership
led by Paul that we feel assured
can continue to represent you
and work with the Executive
in supporting our colleagues
as we go about our business.
We have already made changes
that are setting our future. The
restructure of the organisation
will see changes to the police
side of the house that will
enable you to perform your
duties with the best possible
direction and support.

Springs, Tenant Creek and
Katherine. Our ranks will soon
be bolstered by 59 new police
recruits from squad 136 in
May 2020. All of these recruits
will begin their policing career
serving outside Darwin.
Policing is a dynamic business
as policies are brought in to
deal with areas such as alcohol
abuse and youth justice.
It’s also about getting
the basics right.

Our remote policing strategy
will be finalised shortly. We
have an obligation to provide
services to the bush and
many members, including me,
have had long and rewarding
careers and experiences
from time in communities.

When you’re on patrol, engage.
It’s a simple anecdote but
keep your windows down
in the car when patrolling
the streets of our towns.

January 31 saw squad 62 being
an extra 22 Police Auxiliary
Liquor Inspectors (PALI’s)
graduate from the NTPFES
College and deployed to
our major centres of Alice

Now is the time to look forward
over the next decade to set our
platform and get Back to Basics.

Our police force is one of
great resilience which is called
on to be many things.
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GRADUATION

Congratulations to Auxiliary Squad 62 and welcome to
the Territory Police family!

AWARD
WINNERS
The Most Dedicated
Student Award
Auxiliary Emma Eruera

WELCOME
AUXILIARY SQUAD 62
The NT Police Force has been boosted by
twenty-two members following the graduation
of Auxiliary Squad 62, in January 2020.
Twelve members are
headed to Katherine,
nine to Alice Springs and
one to Tennant Creek.

Dedicated Student Award for
being recognised by the Squad
as being the most dedicated
throughout the training course.

Auxiliary Phoebe-Ann
Conwell was awarded the
Commissioner’s Trophy for
exceptional performance in
all areas of the recruit training
course including academic,
practical and physical training,
while Auxiliary Emma Eruera
was presented with the Most

Speaking ahead of her first day
on the job in Alice Springs,
Emma told us she joined the
NT Police Force because
she “wanted a rewarding
career with a difference.”
“I am looking forward to starting
work in a few days’ time and

being a part of the positive
changes within the community.
“Receiving the Most Dedicated
Student Award was an honour
and something I did not
expect. It’s a special feeling
being recognised by your
peers for the hard work
you put in. Graduation day
was an extremely surreal
and exciting day for me for
many reasons and a day I
will never forget,” she said.

Commissioner’s Trophy
Auxiliary PhoebeAnn Conwell

AUXILIARY
SQUAD 62
GRADUATES
Travis ADAMS
Daniel BISHAY
Joshua BUNNELL
George CHANG
Clare CHRISTOPHERS
Georgie CLARK
Phoebe-Ann CONWELL
Emma ERUERA
Nicholas HARDING
Vini JENYNS
Tuariri KATU
Amir MAJID
James PERKINS
Kahil PITCHER
Gerald PONCE
James PRIBIL
Conor RAATZ
Angus SANDERSON
Lucas STONHILL
Mark TARCE
Joshua TURNER
Roy VILLACERAN
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Surprising News for
NT Police Members

As a member of the NT Police, Kia are pleased to offer you
Government Fleet Pricing on a wide range of new vehicles.
To find out how much you can save, call or visit Kia, today.
Find your nearest Kia dealer at kia.com.au or

131 KIA/131 542

• The employee must provide a Confirmation of Employment letter from NT Police
confirming they are a current full time employee
• Cars must be purchased and registered in the name of the NT Police employee only
• Maximum 2x Kia cars purchased per calendar year
• Offer valid for the 2020 calendar year
• Offer currently excludes Seltos range, Stinger GT and Sorento Black Edition.
• For KIA Dealer Use – Refer to Fleet Code #110064 (equivalent to the published Government price list)

Kia’s Unlimited KM 7 Year Warranty Note: 7 year/150,000 km warranty for vehicles used for the following: rental vehicles, hire cars, taxis, courier vehicles, driving school vehicles, security vehicles, bus and tour vehicles. Capped Price Servicing:
Maximum payable for specified number of manufacturer’s standard scheduled maintenance services up to 7 years or 105,000kms, whichever occurs first. Complimentary Roadside Assistance for the first year. Renewed yearly by completing
scheduled maintenance services at Kia Dealerships (up to maximum 7 years). Terms and conditions for Warranty, Capped Price Servicing and Roadside Assistance can be found at www.kia.com.au.
KIA213FLT
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POLICE HISTORY

CELEBRATING 150 YEARS
OF POLICING IN THE
NORTHERN TERRITORY

BY MARK MCADIE APM, CHAIRPERSON NT
POLICE MUSEUM AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY
THE REAL FIRST POLICE STATION IN THE NT
For many years this building, located at the intersection of the Esplanade and Mitchell Street was regarded as the
first police station in the NT. If you google “first Darwin Police Station” you will be presented with this picture:

What was thought to be the
first Darwin Police Station

It certainly was the Palmerston
(Darwin) police station from
1870 to 1875. It was even
built by the police officers
themselves (except for the
roof ), from wood they had
hand cut and carted to the site.
Because they also had to cut
and carry timber for the first
version of Government House
(not the present building) the
job was not completed until

November 1870 when they
moved into this building.
They had arrived in January
1870, so where did the police
operate from for the period
from January to November?
When Sub Inspector Paul
Foelsche, along with his small
detachment of South Australian
Police, arrived in Darwin on
4th January 1870, there was

no police station in Darwin,
because of course at this early
stage of Darwin’s history there
were few permanent structures.
So, Dr. Peel, whose house
was near the camp, allowed
the Inspector the use of
same for a police barracks
and Police Station.
This house or police barracks
was built of rough timbers,

with iron roof and bark sides.
It was used and known as
the police barracks until
1874, once the move to
the Esplanade was made.
The location of this police
station / police barracks is not
completely clear, but it appears
to have been near the beach
at the base of Fort Hill, in what
was then called Goyder’s Camp.

JANUARY 2020
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THE NORTHERN PATROL OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY POLICE

Inspector Nicholas Waters - ranking police
officer in the NT from 1904 to 1924

Inspector Nicholas Waters,
the Territory’s senior police
officer, allowed the rally to
go ahead only after he was
assured by Nelson it would
be non-violent. However, at
the time Darwin’s police force
consisted of just five members,
steps were taken to swear in
27 (some reports indicate 40)
‘Special Constables’ to help the
police with the management
of the demonstration.
For tactical reasons, Waters
chose to lead a group of
eight constables and special
constables to Government
House and leave the remaining
group at the police station to
be summoned, if need be, by a
whistle blast from Government
House. As it happened, the
police signal, if given, could not
be heard over the noise of the
demonstrators, even though
the police Station was only a
hundred metres away. Thus,
only a handful of police were
left to deal with over 1,000
people. Gilruth was reportedly
pushed to the ground (and his
trousers torn), and Inspector
Waters was also assaulted. The
crowd disarmed two special
constables of their revolvers,
and a sergeant had his rifle
taken. The crowd then burnt
the effigy of Gilruth in front of

Before the end of the First World War there was significant unrest in Darwin. There were several
concerns arising from the administration of the Territory by Administrator John Gilruth who had been
administrator since 1912. Much of that unrest was driven by the Australian Workers Union and its
leader Harold Nelson. It culminated on December 17, with a stop work meeting at Vestey’s meatworks
followed by a march of about 1,000 men to the Administrator’s Residence on the Esplanade.
Government House, together
with the rifle taken from the
police. Eventually, the crowd
dispersed, but they had shown
that they were a stronger
force than the authorities.
The Commonwealth for its part
was not pleased with this turn
of events. Gilruth had become a
virtual prisoner in Government
House and stayed there until
20 February 1919. Gilruth left
Darwin by his own accord and
boarded HMAS Encounter, a
cruiser with eleven 6-inch guns
and nine 12-pounder guns,
still the Administrator, but now
prepared to function from
Melbourne, then the seat of the
Commonwealth Government.
In November 1919, around
the same time that a Royal
Commission into the
events surrounding the
Darwin Rebellion, Federal
Cabinet directed that a:
“Body of Mounted
Constabulary, to be called
the Northern Patrol, and to
be a part of the Police Force
of the Northern Territory,
but separately organised
and directly responsible to
the Officer administering the
Government…the duties of
this Force are to carry out

Patrol (sic) work and in the
case of emergency to be
employed in the maintenance
of order at Darwin.”
This force comprised 30
members, or former members,
of the Australian Army, all
of whom had seen active
service overseas, most with
the Australian Light Horse.
Major L.A. Macpherson
DSO MC, who received a
commission as an Inspector
in the Northern Territory
Police Force, commanded the
Northern Patrol. Members of
the Patrol swore a different
oath to other members
of the Northern Territory
Police Force, acknowledging
that they were members of
‘the Northern Patrol of the
Northern Territory Police Force’.
While the force was raised in
response to major civil unrest
in Darwin during September
and October 1919, the reasons
for supplementing the police
in this way are not clear.
What was clear however, was
that it was not truly a part of
the Northern Territory Police.
Inspector MacPherson did not
answer to Inspector Waters
but to the Administrator (in his
role as Commissioner of Police)
and they did not undertake

any traditional policing roles.
That this force was raised
and supported by the
Commonwealth is beyond
question but their reasoning
for doing so is not known. Was
it because they believe the
NT Police Force too small to
handle the ongoing unrest or
was it because they did not
trust the police to do their
job? Certainly, the police force
was small (we know that at the
outbreak of the First World
War numbers had dropped
from 26 to 22 and that they did
not rise to a post war high of
38 until 1926). It is likely that
the police numbers in Darwin
were between five and seven.
This meant that the Northern
Patrol was probably about four
times the total strength of the
Police in Darwin and larger
than the Police Force for the
whole of the NT. Whether it
was raised in an abundance
of caution or a belief that the
NT Police were untrustworthy
is beside the point, by placing
it outside the control of the
Inspector of Police and under
the control of the Administrator
the Commonwealth had
firmly made a statement
that it did not trust the NT
Police to handle the public
order problems in Darwin.

Body of Mounted Constabulary, to be called the Northern Patrol, and to be a part of the
Police Force of the Northern Territory, but separately organised and directly responsible to
the Officer administering the Government…

The entire complement of the
Darwin Police Station - 1914

The First Darwin Police Station
(left, temporary)
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PAUL FOELSCHE: THE FIRST
NORTHERN TERRITORY
POLICE INSPECTOR
BY JOHN PINI
This article was first published in the March 2014 issue of Northern Territory Police News

Paul Foelsche while serving as a Mounted
Trooper in the South Australia Police.

JANUARY 2020

Before the establishment of
a settlement at Palmerston
in Port Darwin in 1869
there had been several
failed attempts to establish
settlements.The security
and policing for them had
been carried out by military
personnel in the main and
the appointment of a South
Australian Mounted Police
Corporal named Paul
Heinrich Matthias Foelsche
as the first Sub –Inspector
of Police in the Northern
Territory was the real
start to the history of the
organisation we serve today.
On the 31st of January we
commemorated the 100th
anniversary of the death of
Paul Foelsche who at that
time had lived 44 years in
the NT and led the police
force for 34 of those years.
Foelsche was an impressive
character who during his life
had been a soldier, policeman,
gunsmith, dentist, gaol keeper,
naturalist, photographer,
anthropologist, horseman,
Member of the Trade Board,
Inspector of Taxation, Curator

of Convicts Estates, visiting
Judge, Trustee of the Methodist
Church and foundation
member of the Masonic Lodge
in Darwin – an impressive
portfolio by any standards.
Foelsche was born in the village
of Moorburg on the River Elbe
near Hambourg in Germany
in 1831 the son of two
generations of rope makers.
On reaching adulthood he
joined the Prussian Hussar
Cavalry, then involved with
territorial disputes with the
Danes, and he began to
develop horsemanship and
other skills he would later
bring to the Territory. Aged
23 he migrated to Adelaide
as an economic refugee
aboard the brig Reiherstieg
in 1854 on a 127 day voyage.
Initially following the rush to
the Victorian goldfields, he
joined the South Australia
Mounted Police in 1856. He
was posted to Strathalbyn
60 kilometres north east of
Adelaide where he helped
establish the first police station
and made a name for himself.

POLICENEWS

After initial rejection his
application to be married
was approved and in 1860
he married Charlotte Smith,
the 20 year old daughter of a
local carpenter. As a result he
joined the Wesleyan Methodist
Church she attended and
soon after had the first of
two daughters, Rosie Emma
in 1860 and Mary Jane in
1863. Foelsche was demoted
once due to financial cutbacks
and restructuring but was
regarded as a very capable
and efficient member and was
promoted to Corporal in 1867.
When the settlement of
Palmerston in Port Darwin
began, following the survey
by George Goyder and his
party in 1869, Foelsche was
given a substantial promotion
to Sub-Inspector and a mission
to protect the settlers in this
new town in the north. Previous
settlements had substantial
difficulties following conflict
with the Aboriginal inhabitants
of the areas they chose.
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Foelsche sailed aboard the
barque Kohinoor arriving in
January 1870 and his family did
not join him until a year later.
The Northern Territory Police
Force was not a separate entity
and Foelsche still reported
to his superior officers in
South Australia and to the
local government resident.
Foelsche had five troopers
with him when he arrived and
a sixth was added soon after.
With a lack of available workers
the police were instructed to
construct their own station
which resulted in some
disquiet. The following years
police cells were also built to
accommodate the need to
hold prisoners in what was still
an untamed Territory. Soon
gold was discovered and the
population of the top-end
grew quickly especially with
Chinese miners and like many
mining areas opium trading
and gambling dens became
issues for the local police.

The 1870 Police
Station and 1871
Police Cells – both
taken by Foelsche.
Foelsche took up photography while in
Strathalbyn and took this self-portrait in front of
the police station which he helped develop.

Foelsche was an impressive character who during his life had been a soldier, policeman, gunsmith,
dentist, gaol keeper, naturalist, photographer, anthropologist, horseman, Member of the Trade Board,
Inspector of Taxation, Curator of Convicts Estates, visiting Judge, Trustee of the Methodist Church and
foundation member of the Masonic Lodge in Darwin – an impressive portfolio by any standards.

There is not enough room in
this article to do more than
scratch the surface of his
extraordinary career. Foelsche
was a great pioneer and
contributed massively to the
early development of the
Territory we enjoy today. This
is not to glorify or endorse
everything that Foelsche, or
indeed other police or early

settlers, did during a period of
substantial tension and conflict
but it is important to recognise
that they, like us, are products
of our time. With the benefit
of hindsight and decades of
social enlightenment much of
history does not live up to the
standards we would expect
today and I intend here only
to acknowledge such failures

and not to dwell on them.
Being a keen photographer I
find one of the most fascinating
of Foelsche’s achievements
is the prolific photographic
archive he left behind as part of
his legacy. At a time when there
were few photographers in
Australia let alone the Northern
Territory he preserved

moments in time that provide
incomparable windows on the
past. Foelsche had a great
eye for composure and it
was matched by his technical
skills. Photography in 1870
was not like today. It was
necessary, when conducting
field trips, for the equipment
to be carried around in a cart.
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Foelsche took photos of plants and collected samples.
He discovered a new species of eucalypt and when
his samples were delivered to the noted botanist,
Baron Ferdinand von Mueller, at the Melbourne
herbarium, resulted in Eucalyptus Foelscheana being
named after him. His images of industry were used
to promote investment in the Territory. Foelsche
also took an interest in Aboriginal people and their
culture and took many photographs and collected
artefacts from the Victoria River to the Roper River.
At Port Essington, to his surprise, he found the Iwaidja
people were still able to understand English from their
interaction with the British who attempted to establish
a fort there between 1838 and 1848. Foelsche also
recorded words in the Aboriginal languages he
encountered and collected a range of objects which
he provided to the museum in South Australia.

Collection of glass slides produced by Foelsche
currently displayed at the NT Library on loan
from the Museum and Art Gallery NT.

Foelsche’s photos were displayed in Paris, Philadelphia
and Calcutta. In 1877 he was officially requested to
obtain images for the Paris exhibition the following
year. He describes how his wagon was loaded with a
camera, large tripod, portable darkroom and chemicals.
After the long exposure necessary, which required
the subject to remain still, the photographer would
need to mix chemicals to develop the glass plate
negatives which took nearly an hour. Currently the
Northern Territory Library has an exhibit featuring
artefacts, photographs and details relating to Foelsche
and his family on display. One panel fully details
the complex process of creating a print using the
wet plate process and glass negatives. It is a far cry
from the simplicity with which we can take images
today although it is quite surprising to see that the
resolution of these images is superior to all but the
high end professional photography of today.
Foelsche became a Freemason while at Strathalbyn. He
was one of the founding members of the Port Darwin
Lodge and became its first Master in 1897. Later
“Lodge Foelsche” would be named in his honour. Each
year the lodge holds a memorial service at his graveside
and this year, being the 100th anniversary of his death,
it was a special event. Members of the Fannie Bay
History and Heritage Society and students from Darwin
High School added colour to the event by dressing
in period costumes and despite being driven indoors
by the monsoonal rain “Lodge Foelsche” members
provided refreshments for those attending, led the
ceremonies and provided an impromptu historical talk.
Charlotte Foelsche died in 1899. Both of the Foelsche
daughters married and eventually moved away from
the Territory. In 1903 Foelsche took leave for the
12 months pending his retirement. He was awarded
the Imperial Service Medal to recognise his 34 years
of work for the Northern Territory community. Paul
Foelsche died on the 31st of January 1914 from
gangrene, senility and arteriosclerosis, just a few months
before his homeland and his adopted country would
be at war. He was buried in the old Palmerston pioneer
cemetery on Goyder Road along-side his wife’s grave.
Paul Foelsche was a Territory Pioneer who left an
amazing legacy. Apart from the plants named after him
a mountain, river and the Darwin street where the NT
Police Association office is located all bear his name.
After leading the NT Police through the tumultuous
first 34 years of existence Foelsche well deserves
the recognition given to him each memorial day.

Members of
the Fannie Bay
History and
Heritage Society
and students
from Darwin
High School.

The graves of Paul and
Charlotte Foelsche at
Goyder Road.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES

A MENTAL HEALTH ISSUE
DOESN’T MEAN YOU’RE SOFT.

IT MEANS YOU’RE HUMAN.
Put your hand up for help.
The sooner you do, the sooner you get better.
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Adapted from ‘What is a Cop’ (1964) by Conrad
S. Jensen, retired New York Police Department
Inspector. First published in the Northern Territory
Police Association – Police News – May 1973.
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“WHAT IS A COP?”
Believe it or not, cops are human. They are
in fact, just like the rest of us. They come in
both sexes, but are mostly males.
They also come in various sizes,
depending on whether you
are looking for one or trying
to hide something. Mostly,
however, they are big.
Cops are found everywhere; on
land, on sea, in the air, on horses,
in cars, sometimes, in your hair. In
spite of the fact that you can’t find
one, when you want one, they
are usually there when it counts
most. The best way to get one is
to pick up the nearest telephone.
They deliver lectures, babies and
sometimes, bad news. They are
required to have the wisdom of
Solomon, the disposition of a lamb
and muscles of steel, and are often
accused of having a heart to match.

real life, usually all he gets from the
public is “I didn’t see anything”.

raise a lot of kids; most of them
belong to other people.

When he serves a summons, he’s
a monster. If he lets you go, he’s
a doll. To little kids, he’s either a
friend or a bogeyman, depending
on how the child’s parents feel
about it. He works around the
clock, in split shifts and on Sundays
and Public Holidays. It always kills
him when some jokers says, “Hey,
tomorrow I Show Day and I’m
off. Let’s go fishing”. (That’s the
day he works a 20-hour shift)

He sees more misery, bloodshed
and troubled sunrises than most
people. Like the postman, he must
be out in all kids of weather. His
uniform changes with the climate,
but his outlook on life remains
about the same; mostly blank
and hoping for a better world.

He’s the one who rings the
doorbell, swallows hard and
announces the passing of one of
your loved ones and then spends
the rest of the night wondering why
he ever took such a ‘crummy job’.

A cop is like that little girl, who,
when she was good, was very,
very good, but when she was
bad, she was horrid. When a cop
is good, he is getting paid for it.
When he makes a mistake, he’s a
grafter and that goes for the rest
of them too. When he shoots a
stick-up man, he’s a hero, except
when the stick-up man was “only
a kid, anyone could see that”.

On T.V. a cop is required to be an
oaf, who couldn’t find a bull fiddle
in a telephone booth. In real life, he
is expected to find a little blonde
boy ‘about’ so high in a crowd of
half a million people. In fiction,
he gets help from private eyes,
reporters and ‘who dun it’ fans. In

Lots of cops have homes. Some
of them are covered with ivy, but
most are covered with mortgages.
If he drives a big car, he is called
a ‘chiseler’ if it is a little car, we ask
“who does he think he’s kidding”.
His credit is good, fortunately,
because his salary isn’t. Cops

Cops like days off, vacations,
and coffee, with a beer now and
then. They don’t like car horns,
family fights and anonymous letter
writers. They have unions, but
they’re not allowed to strike. They
must be impartial, courteous, and
always remember the slogan – ‘At
your service’. This is sometimes
very hard, especially when some
character reminds him, “I’m the
taxpayer. I pay your salary”.
Cops get medals for saving lives,
stopping runaway horses and
shooting it out with criminals
(once in a while his widow gets
the medal). But sometimes, the
most rewarding moment comes,
when after some small kindness
to an older person, he feels
the warm handclasp, look into
grateful eyes and hears “Thank
you and God Bless you son”.

They are required to have the wisdom of Solomon, the
disposition of a lamb and muscles of steel, and are often accused
of having a heart to match.
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POLICE LEGACY BALL

BLUE AND WHITE
BALL RAISES
VITAL FUNDS FOR
LEGATEES
BY JOANNA KOLODZIEJ

On 9 November 2019, NT Police Legacy hosted our
inaugural Blue and White NT Police Legacy Ball held at
the Hilton on the Esplanade. Legatees, police members,
dignitaries, sponsors and friends turned out in their Territory
best to enjoy an evening surrounded by blue and white.
It was an opportunity to
socialise away from work, get
to know our legatees, have fun
carving it up on the dancefloor
and get around the absolutely
buzzing live auction.
But, most importantly, the ball
gave us the chance to showcase
the incredible work that NT
Police Legacy does for our
police community and the
invaluable way we have been
able to help our people in

need. Attendees were inspired
by some of the stories bravely
shared by our legatees and left
in little doubt to the positive
effect NT Police Legacy can
have on our police families
going through a tough time.
NT Police Legacy would like
to thank every single person
who had a hand in this event:
the organising committee,
sponsors and volunteers who
gave up their time to help

it get off the ground. Most
importantly, we want to thank
you for your attendance and
active participation in the
evening. We are very proud
to say that we raised $35,000
which exceeded all our
expectations for this event!
Moving forward, NT Police
Legacy aims to hold a ball
every second year, so if you
missed out this time around,
keep your eye out for 2021.

If you aren’t following us yet, check out our new
Facebook page NT POLICE LEGACY INC to stay up
to date with everything that’s going on in the
Police Legacy space!
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NT Police Legacy
aims to hold a
ball every second
year, so if you
missed out this
time around,
keep your eye
out for 2021.
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We are very
proud to say that
we raised $35,000
which exceeded all
our expectations
for this event!
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POLICE LEGACY BALL

MANY THANKS TO OUR

Live Auction Prizes donated by:
ACPO Bettina Danganbarr
NTPFES
Hardy Aviation
Joanne Elizabeth Photography
NTFRS
The Baravan Darwin
Silent Auction Prizes
donated by:
Fishing and Outdoor World
Deep End Pools
Remote Helicopters
Gardens Golf Club
Milan Hair
Angle Sublime
Christine Noble Makeup
Police Fit
Police Health
Crocosaurus Cove
SBA Office National
Cricket and Football Shop
Specsavers
Alice on Todd
Police Credit Union

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS

SPECIAL THANKS
Sub Committee:
Rebecca Forres
Amee Meredith
Dan Turner
Sandi Mellon
Kiim Parnell
Karen Cheal and
Joanna Kolodziej
Neil Mellon
Live auctioneer,
Belinda Tonkin
Master of Ceremonies
Kristy O’Brien
North Australia Media for
donating their time to video and
photograph the evening for us
Andrew Nicholson for kindly
donating his “ride to school in
a firetruck” auction item to our
legatees, the Merediths.

MEDIA PARTNERS
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SAVE $195
Limited time only*

Low Rate Car Loan
from $20,000
Our LOWEST ever variable rate car loan has NO monthly
fees and NO penalties for early or extra repayments.

Call 8928 9500, visit our Palmerston branch at
Gateway Shopping Centre, or apply online
policecu.com.au
Police Credit Union Ltd ABN 30 087 651 205 AFSL/Australian Credit Licence 238991. Terms, conditions, fees charges and lending criteria apply. Full details upon request. Rate is current as at 21/01/2020 and subject to change. Minimum
loan amount is $20,000. New lending only. Comparison rate is based on a secured $30,000 loan over 5 years. WARNING: This comparison rate is true only for the examples given and may not include all fees and charges. Different
terms, fees or other loan amounts might result in a different comparison rate. Conditional approval and funding is valid business hours only Monday to Friday if applications are submitted prior to 10am with required Identification and
Information documents. This offer may be withdrawn or amended at any time. Please consider if the product is right for you.

ADVERTISEMENT
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RENTING VS REPAYMENTS
COULD YOU OWN YOUR
HOME TODAY?
Are you dreaming of owning your own home? You could
make that dream a reality sooner than you think. It might
surprise you to know that the repayments on a home loan
could be less than the average weekly rent in Darwin.
For example, the average
house rent in Darwin is
$420 per week*, whereas a
Police Credit Union home
loan of $400,000 over
30 years at 2.99% P.A.
gives you a repayment
of $388 per week.^

construction. For more
information you can head to
https://nt.gov.au/property/
home-owner-assistance/
first-home-owners/firsthome-owner-grant

Of course, you will need to
have some savings behind
you for the all-important
deposit, and to cover fees
and charges like stamp duty
and conveyancing etc. But
don’t worry if you haven’t
quite reached your deposit
saving goal yet – there are
some different options to
consider that could help
make the transition from
renting to owning your
own home a lot quicker.

This grant was introduced in
February 2019 and is available
for Territorians looking to buy
or build a new home. The
$20,000 grant is available for
the first 600 applications and,
to be eligible for the grant,
you must have entered into a
contract to build or buy a home
or have started construction as
an owner builder on or after
8 February 2019. For more
information you can head to
https://nt.gov.au/property/
home-owner-assistance/
buildbonus-grant

FIRST HOME
OWNER GRANT
The $10,000 First Home
Owner Grant (FHOG) in
Northern Territory is paid by
the Territory Government to
eligible first home owners.
The FHOG is only available
to home buyers who are
purchasing or constructing a
new home and, to qualify, the
property must be lawfully used
as a place of residence and
must not have been previously
occupied or sold as a place
of residence. Applications
must be received within 12
months of purchasing your
new home or complete

BUILDBONUS

TERRITORY
HOME OWNER
DISCOUNT
If you are purchasing an
established home, a new
home or land to build, you
may be eligible for a discount
of up to $18,601 off stamp
duty. There are some rules
around this, including that the
home must be your principle
place of residence. For more
information you can head to
https://nt.gov.au/
property/home-ownerassistance/territoryhome-owner-discount

FAMILY PLEDGE
LOANS / FAMILY
GUARANTOR
Been saving for a while but still
a little bit away from that full
20% deposit? Consider a loan
with a family pledge by asking
for assistance from a family
guarantor to purchase a home
to live in or a home to invest
in. Guarantors are immediate
family members who own
their own home outright and
can offer part of their equity
in their own home as security
for a loan. The security in the
property often helps to make
up for any shortfall in saving the
minimum 20% deposit required
to avoid paying Lenders’
Mortgage Insurance (LMI).
Not having to pay for LMI can
save a borrower thousands
of dollars. A guarantor is also
helpful as you can increase
your borrowing power and
you may still be eligible for
financial assistance with a
First Home Owner Grant.
The downside of this strategy is
that the guarantor can be held
responsible if loan repayments
are not met, however most
financial institutions such
as Police Credit Union will
limit this responsibility. In the
past, it was standard practice
to put the sum value of the
guarantor’s home on the line,
but today security on the new
home loan can be split and
can limit the guarantee without

overexposing guarantors to
risk. For example, the equity in
a guarantor’s property may be
used as security for only 20%
of the loan, while the property
being purchased will be
used as security for the other
80% of the loan. Therefore,
guarantors helping their kids
purchase a property for
$500,000 will find that the 20%
guarantee is only $100,000.
A family guarantor can be used
across all home loans from
Police Credit Union and, if you
are ready to start house hunting
but haven’t quite got your
20% deposit, perhaps with a
family guarantor, you might be
more ready than you think.
Consider discussing your
home ownership goals with
our Platinum Relationship
Manager, David Hair, who can
really assist with understanding
what’s required in purchasing
a property for the very first
time and whether a family
pledge loan is right for you.
With interest rates at an alltime low, and a few options
to consider, this could be
the right time for you to
enter the property market.

Police Credit Union Ltd ABN 30 087 651 205 AFSL/Australian Credit Licence 238991. Terms, conditions, fees, charges and lending criteria apply. Full details upon request. ^Calculations based on Better Home Loan
interest rate 2.99%p.a. / 3.04%p.a. Comparison Rate. Comparison rates are based on a secured $150,000 loan over 25 years. WARNING: This comparison rate is true only for the examples given and may not include all
fees and charges. Different terms, fees or other loan amounts might result in a different comparison rate. Information current as at 01/02/2020 and subject to change. Please consider if the product is right for you. *As at
September 2019. Source: https://nteconomy.nt.gov.au/housing
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KOKODA TREK

TAYLOR MATTHEWS
REFLECTS ON
LIFE-CHANGING JOURNEY
BY TAYLOR MATTHEWS

L to R: Connor and Harris Landgraf (NSW Legatees),
Em Scott (AFP Legatee), Amy Gilmore and Tim Claessen
(WA Legatees), Taylor Matthews (NT Legatee), Steph
Scott (AFP Legatee), Tom Koerner (SA Legatee)
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I was honoured to have been selected to participate
in the Kokoda Trek with the NT Police Legacy in
2019. I was accompanied by Craig Leach from the
Northern Territory Fire and Rescue Service.

KOKODA TREK
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KOKODA TREK

Taylor, Em, Amy and Steph built a
strong bond on the gruelling trek

JANUARY 2020

I trekked Kokoda
in memory of
my father who
served with the
NT Police Force,
before tragically
taking his own
life when I was
12 years old.

Without the NT Police Legacy,
I would never have had the
opportunity to have a crack
at this very challenging
yet rewarding trek.
I am forever grateful to NT
Police Legacy for the work
and support that they have
shown and continue to show
to me & my family. Thank you
so much to the people who
supported me in preparation
for the trek and donated to the
fundraising efforts to enable
me to go. My police family,
led by NT Police Legacy, has
been so supportive and helpful
to my mum and sister over
the years. NT Police Legacy is
an amazing organisation that
relies largely on donations to
help children and families like
mine whose loved ones have
passed whilst serving in the
Northern Territory Police Force.
I really don’t talk much, or
even do as much as I should
to acknowledge my father’s
suicide and the profound effect
that it has had on my life, and
I’ve come to realise that those
actions come from a place of

I want to encourage all police members
of any rank, age and fitness to think
about doing the Kokoda trek with Police
Legacy! The trek is run every year. There is
something in it for everyone and you will
make friendships that will last a lifetime!

POLICENEWS

pain that for many years I have
tried very hard to ignore. So,
doing this walk in memory
of him has really forced me
to tackle that issue head on
and to grow as a person.
I had the amazing opportunity
to meet and do the trek with
other legatees from around
Australia. I joined a group
made up of police men and
women and legatees from
Western Australia, New South
Wales, South Australia and the
ACT. These legatees ultimately
became like my family and
having the opportunity to
meet others who have been
through very similar situations
and have had to overcome
very similar obstacles, was
great. We all bonded and
grew with one another and
for that I am forever grateful.
They are now lifelong friends
that I would never have met if
it weren’t for doing the trek!
I was also very fortunate to
learn about the impact of our
diggers in Papua New Guinea. I
have respect for those diggers
who have gone before and

KOKODA TREK
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for our Aboriginal Australian
diggers during the Kokoda
Trail Campaign. Our Trek
leader Aiden was amazing
and made sure to share their
stories and ensure that their
contributions do not go untold.
They are very special people
that shouldn’t be forgotten.
I want to encourage all police
members of any rank, age and
fitness to think about doing
the Kokoda trek with Police
Legacy! The trek is run every
year. There is something in
it for everyone and you will
make friendships that will last a
lifetime! This year, Tony Harris
is the legatee trekking with
Police Legacy along with police
members Lynden Beck, Sally
Skerys and Rachel Wilkinson.
I wish them all the best on
their trek and hope they make
memories to last a lifetime.
If you would like to support
Tony on his trek, please visit
his GOFUNDRAISEME page:
https://makingadifference.
gofundraise.com.au/
page/Tony-40983366
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A.B.Kelly Winter uniform,
May 1951

Tennant Creek in August 1957
and promoted to Sgt. 1/ Class
at Tennant Creek in February
1958. While there he created the
Tennant Creek Advancement
Society with the aim of improving
the lot of people in Tennant.

Alice Springs
Police Station
1955
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DEATH OF TONY KELLY,
NTPA PRESIDENT 1957
It is with great sadness that
I advise of the death of our
friend, colleague and member,
Tony Kelly. Tony, aged 91
(DOB 31 August 1928), passed
away on Monday 21 October
at the Flinders Medical
Centre, South Australia.

Prior to joining the Northern
Territory Police in 1950,
Tony worked in the N.S.W.
Public Service as a Clerical
Administrative Officer. He
saw an advertisement for the
NT Police Force and applied.
He was notified to attend
a medical examination
and was soon accepted.
He flew from Sydney to
Darwin via Brisbane and
many outback towns, a
thirteen hour milk-run!
Tony, Registered Number
61, was a member of the
N.T. Police from 24 March
1950 to 23 August 1960.
At his first meeting at the
Police Association in Darwin
he was elected Editor of
the Association Journal.
After 6 months in Darwin,
he was transferred to Alice
Springs, leaving Darwin by
bus on 12 October 1950.

On duty Katherine races

He was transferred to Finke,
arriving there on the Ghan
on 4 November 1951. Tony
was the OIC Finke for two
and a half years. The only
Police transport at the Finke,
was a team of camels which
were used for bush patrols.
Tony carried out the last of
the Police camel patrols in
Australia. The camels were
later replaced by a Landrover.
Tony returned to Alice
Springs and resumed duty
there on 26 June 1954, and
was promoted to Sgt. 3/
Class on 27 October 1955.
He was promoted to Sgt. 2/
Class in November 1956
and posted to Darwin
as Police Prosecutor.
He was President of the
Police Association in 1957.
Tony was transferred to OIC

Tennant Creek in August
1957 and promoted to Sgt.
1/ Class at Tennant Creek in
February 1958. While there
he created the Tennant Creek
Advancement Society with
the aim of improving the
lot of people in Tennant.
Tony married Madge
McConville (deceased),
daughter of Jim and Maude
McConville in 1951, and had
five children, Tess, Patricia,
Denis, Yvonne and Kathryn.
He had 14 grandchildren
and 14 great-grandchildren.
Tony had a wicked sense
of humour and was always
concerned about the welfare
of other people especially
members of the Force and did
what he could to improve it.
Tony attended a number
of our functions over the
years, the last one being the
2018 Christmas Function at
Hahndorf. He thoroughly
enjoyed the occasion and we
were honoured to have him
in attendance. Tony regaled
us with many humourous
and enthralling stories about
his time in the Police Force
and it made us realise how
much times change.
A Requiem Mass was held
at Our Lady of the Way
Catholic Church, Main Road
Glenalta, at 12.30p.m. on
Friday 1 November 2019.
Our condolences to Tess,
Patricia, Denis, Yvonne, and
Kathryn and to the rest
of Tony’s extensive family.
Thanks to Patty Townsend
for providing the details
or Tony’s career in the
Northern Territory Police.
Jon Sims
President SA Branch RPANT
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NT POLICE CAMEL PATROLS,
BY FORMER NTPA PRESIDENT
TONY KELLY (DECEASED)
The ‘Ships of the Desert’ have a deep history in the Northern
Territory and of course became a method of transport for
members of the Northern Territory Police. Below is a story written
by the late Tony Kelly regarding that 1953 Camel Patrol.
Constable Millgate had been
sent from Alice Springs with
Les Penhall of Native Affairs
to the scene of the murder at
Curtain Springs Station. They
found the suspect, “Barry”
Mutarubi, had shot through
towards the West Australian
Border, but they could not
pursue him by vehicle as
there were no fuel supplies
West of Curtain Springs.
On 4th May 1953, I was told to
borrow a couple extra riding
camels and to join the hunt
at Curtain Springs. It took me
until the 14th May to get there
with the camels. I found that
Constable Millgate had made
no use of the Native Affairs
vehicle to make enquiries,
so we left one Tracker with
the camels at Mulga Park and
drove to Ernabella Mission
in South Australia, seeking
information as to the suspect’s
whereabouts, without success.
When we returned to Mulga
Park we went by camel to Ayliff
Hill, just inside the S.A. Border,
where the suspect’s tracks had

last been seen. No new tracks
were found there. The old
tracks indicated Barry Mutarubi
could have been heading
for the Kelly Hills, back in the
Territory to the North West,
where he could have hidden
out. We searched that area
and then headed South West
to the foot of the Musgrave
Ranges, checking around water
holes for tracks, again without
success. We returned to Mulga
Park on Friday 22nd May.
As there was a track suitable
for a four-wheel drive to
Ayers Rock and Mount Olga
we checked the vicinity of the
water holes in that area, again
without success, and climbed
the Rock, leaving our names in
a depository on the top. We
later heard from Aboriginals
that the suspect had crossed
the border into West Australia.
We decided to abandon the
search, as the suspect would
return eventually to his own
country. I headed back to
Erldunda with the camels.
When I went on leave in March

1954, Constable Millgate
took over at the Finke. He was
provided with a Landrover
so did not use the camels. I
was posted to Alice Springs
on my return from leave.
Some months later I had to
return to the Finke. Geoff
Millgate had sustained a broken
an arm in a fight with Gilligan,
an Aboriginal. I had also had
some trouble with Gilligan
but I had convinced him to
leave Finke and get a job on
a Station. A Flying Doctor
plane, a converted Tiger Moth
was sent to bring Geoff to
the Alice Springs Hospital. I
travelled down lying on the
stretcher in the body of the
‘plane, looking over the pilot’s
shoulder. When I arrived at
Finke the townspeople had
subdued Gilligan and locked
him in the Police cell. I escorted
him to Alice Springs by train.
Stanley followed me from
the Finke to Alice Springs,
and I was able to get him a
job as Tracker at the Alice

Springs Police Station.
In 1956 whilst still stationed
at Alice Springs, I raided an
Aboriginal camp at Yuendumu
at dawn one day, together with
Stanley, in search of a suspect
in another matter. Stanley
recognised Barry Mutarubi’s
tracks in the camp so I was
able to arrest him as well as
the other suspect. I had never
seen Barry and would not have
found him without Stanley. At
his trial Barry’s lawyer pleaded
provocation, on the grounds
that the girl he had killed had
called him ‘Karlu’ (erect prick).
The Judge held that whilst
words could not amount to
provocation in our culture,
they could in Barry’s so he
sentenced Barry to six months
for manslaughter. Norman’s
evidence, from the tracks, was
that Barry had followed the
girl, who was hunting rabbits.
He had speared her in the
back. Of course, this was all
inference from the tracks
Norman had found, he had not
witnessed the actual events.

In 1956 whilst still stationed at Alice Springs, I raided an Aboriginal camp
at Yuendumu at dawn one day, together with Stanley, in search of a suspect
in another matter. Stanley recognised Barry Mutarubi’s tracks in the camp so I
was able to arrest him as well as the other suspect. I had never seen Barry and
would not have found him without Stanley.
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On 4th May 1953,
I was told to borrow
a couple extra riding
camels and to join
the hunt at Curtain
Springs. It took me
until the 14th May
to get there with the
camels.
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LAST SHIFT

It was an honour to present Kerry with his NTPA
wall hanging following a dedicated career of over
two decades serving and protecting the community
of the Northern Territory.

KERRY HARRIS
Sergeant Kerry Harris joined the Northern
Territory Police Force in September 1994
and enjoyed a long and successful career
until his resignation in April 2019.
Kerry worked a variety of roles across the
Territory transferring to Alice Springs after
graduating, then moving onto work at Avon
Downs, Palmerston, Casuarina, Crime and the Joint
Emergency Services Communications Centre.
It was an honour to present Kerry with his NTPA
wall hanging following a dedicated career of
over two decades serving and protecting the
community of the Northern Territory.
On behalf of all members, we wish Kerry all
the best in the next phase of his life.
NTPA President
Paul McCue

Sylvia was awarded the NT Police
medal for 10 years of service in 2013 and
the 15-year medal and National Police
Service Medal in 2018 in recognition
of her service.

SYLVIA FINN
BY ANGEL A FINN-SMITH

S/Aux Sylvia FINN retired in September
2019 from the Northern Territory Police
Force after nearly 18 years of service.
Sylvia began her career in JESCC before
being transferred to the Palmerston
Police Station Front Counter where she
worked predominately until retirement.
Sylvia was awarded the NT Police
medal for 10 years of service in
2013 and the 15-year medal and
National Police Service Medal in
2018 in recognition of her service.
Sylvia was classed as part of the furniture
at Palmerston and will sadly missed by all
the members of Palmerston Police Station.
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HAPPY RETIREMENT!
MARK STRINGER, APM
Detective Senior Sergeant Mark
Stringer joined the Northern Territory
Police Force in 1986 and retired last
July 2019, after 33 years of service.
During his time on the force, Detective Senior
Sergeant Stringer served in Major Crime, the
Sexual Crimes Unit and Drug Enforcement
Section. Notably he volunteered as part of the
United Nations Peacekeeping mission in East
Timor in 2002, where he helped East Timorese
police develop their investigative skills.
In 2011, Detective Senior Sergeant Stringer
was presented with an Australia Police Medal
as part of Australia Day Honours. He also
earned a Commissioner’s Commendation.

In 2011, Detective Senior Sergeant Stringer was
presented with an Australia Police Medal as
part of Australia Day Honours.

The below article was written by Judith Aisthorpe,
as published in the Sunday Territorian.
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The
longest
serving
detective

SUNDAY JULY 7 2019

Detective Senior Sergeant Mark
Stringer retired on Friday, after 33
and a half years in the NT Police
force. He’s had a distinguished
career managing bikies, cracking
down on drug suppliers,
investigating murders and keeping
the peace in East Timor. He’s been
threatened by hardened criminals
and recognised by his superiors.
He is the longest serving detective
on the force and leaves as the
officer in charge of the Drug and
Organised Crime Division.
JUDITH AISTHORPE tells his story

“I

t’s quite ironic
that one of Darwin’s best known
drug dealers is
the reason why I
became a policeman.”
It was year 11, when students were completing their
work experience, when Mark
Stringer first considered a career in the police force.
“A few of the other guys had
done their work experience
going out with the police and
they said it was great,” he said.
“You get to drive around in
fast cars, shoot guns and chase
crime and it was good fun.”
It was off the recommendation from another teen that
he eventually joined the force
at the age of 21.
“He did the police work experience. Since then I’ve arrested him for dealing drugs.”
■■■

Detective Senior Sergeant Mark Stringer is retiring after more than 30 years with the
NT Police Force

Stringer cut his teeth at
cockroach castle — now the
TraveLodge Mirambeena Resort.
The former police training
headquarters, the property
earned its name in the obvious
way but in Darwin’s heyday it
didn’t matter.
“There was a lot of shenanigans going on there as well, a
lot of partying and drinking as
we used to do as young recruits,” he said.
“Three days a week we used
to have to be there at 6am to
go for a run and physical training and quite often you’d only
have got home from the nightclub at five o’clock in the
morning and rolling up there
at 6 0’clock for a 10k run.
“They don’t do that anymore, those days are long
gone.”
During the year-long train-

ing Stringer was sent to Alice
Springs to complete his onthe-road training.
“I graduated and did a couple of years in general duties in
Darwin but I was very much
drawn towards investigation
and wanted to be a detective,”
he said.
“After two years in general
duties I did my detectives
exam and training course and
got a job in the drug force in
1989.”
Over the years he’s had
small breaks from the drug
squad but he’s always returned.
■■■
Some of Darwin’s most
gruesome, and most well
known, crimes have been investigated by Stringer.
In one, he discovered a
man, David Kevin Loader, had

Mark Stringer shows off approximately $160,000 worth of stolen goods recovered from a home in
Howard Springs
NTNE01Z01MA - V1
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Detective Senior Sergeant Mark Stringer with his graduating squad. Squad 43 graduated on January
20, 1986. Stringer is in the second row third from the right

killed a man before eating part
of his leg.
Another killed his estranged wife, Edna Angeles,
and stepdaughter, Zsa Zsa Vergara.
In this case, Stringer managed to put John Allan Angeles
away for the double murder.
But these investigations
didn’t come without a mental
toll on the detective.
The brutal bludgeoning of
the women, and the fact that
Angeles made efforts to make
the deaths look like sexual assaults, affected Stringer for a
long time.
“I was the arresting officer
and interviewing officer and
that I guess was one of the
highlights to be able to put a
criminal like that away,” he
said.
“While I don’t condone it by
any means there’s an understanding about why it’s happened because it’s so common.
“What really got to me was
the 14-year-old daughter who
had nothing to do with it, who
asleep in another bedroom —
this evil man came in with an
iron bar and smashed her head
to pieces just to cover his
tracks that he had killed her
mother. Why not just leave it
at that?
“He’s come in and killed a
14-year-old girl who had nothing to do with anything in a really brutal way.”
While the case had a profound effect on Stringer, there
was satisfaction in being able
to put the killer away.

During the investigation,
Stringer spent hours with Angeles, working his way in to his
trust and his mind.
“I had to spend a lot of time
with the man to get into his
brain and his psyche to get him
to confess to that. I have to befriend him knowing what he
did and who he was to get that
information out of him,” he
said.
“It’s a largely a lost skill, the
old school detectives that I
came up with, we used to pride
ourselves on being able to get
information out of people,
whether it be getting information out of witnesses or offenders.”
■■■
Stringer’s dogged approach
to the case of James O’Connell’s murder in late 2006 lead
to his Commissioner’s Commendation and eventually the
Australian Police Medal.
The investigation took
about a year for the Senior Sergeant, because at first police
only knew the 24-year-old was
missing.
“He (Mr O’Connell) was
basically listed as a missing
person by his family,” Stringer
said.
“There were a lot of conspiracy theories raised by the
family even to the extent that
police were involved in his
murder or had killed him and I
was brought in to cover it up as
the lead investigator.”
The
24-year-old
was

eventually found dead near the
burnt out shell of his car in a
creek bed near Elizabeth Valley Rd.
Philip Mather plead guilty
to manslaughter and was sentenced to 15 years in jail, with a
non-parole period of nine
years.
The two had got in to a fight
over the disappearance of Mr
O’Connell’s $400 esky at
which point Mather bashed his
friend and then put him into
the boot of his car and set it a
light.
“It took me about a year of
solid investigation to actually
get enough evidence to arrest
and convict the murderer,”
Stringer said.
■■■

■■■

In the early 2000s Stringer
was seconded to the United
Nations peacekeeping force to
help bring order back to East
Timor after they were given independence from Indonesia.
The tiny country was left
reeling after hundreds of thousands of Timorese people were
murdered.
“There had been a lot of
nasty murders and atrocities
committed during the Indonesian occupation of East
Timor,” he said.
“I was one of the first contingents to come in as a civilian
police officer to help restore
law and order. That was a
highlight of my career.”
Stringer was posted to a
small village towards the bor-

As Stringer walked out of his office
for the last time on
Friday, he looked to
the future.
In his retirement
he plans to spend
more time riding
his motorbike.
The former Senior Sergeant had a
reputation of putting away the bad
guys, but outside of
work
he
was
known for his musical aptitude in
several
local
bands.
Now he’s hoping to find much
more time to play.

Mark Stringer rides to the Show and Shine motorcycle show at the Humpty
Doo Hotel

V1 - NTNE01Z01MA

der of East and West Timor
and spent many of his eight
months in the country processing refugees who were coming back across the border
from West Timor.
“A lot of them
were actually involved in militia
atrocities and they
were coming back
and trying to sneak
back in to reintegrate
into the community,”
he said.
“The community
knew who they were.
Quite often we had
to stop them from
being beaten to
death.”

ABOVE: Detective Senior Sergeant Mark Stringer
undertaking 4WD training as a probationary constable
with his colleagues in the 80s
BELOW: Mark Stringer in his early years of policing

Detective Senior Sergeant Mark Stringer looks over old cases as he prepares to retire after 33 and a half years in the
NT Police Force
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RESIGNATIONS
& RETIREMENTS
NAME

RANK

DATE

REG NO. CATEGORY

BELLERT, Kaitlyn Lesley

Auxiliary

17/1/19

4662

NICHOLLS, Grant Alexander

Deputy Commissioner

8/11/19

SMITH, Jason Michael

Constable 1/C

13/11/19

2969

Resignation

HETHERINGTON, Douglas Andrew

Constable 1/C

14/11/19

3216

Retirement

MORONI, Sam Dylan

Auxiliary

14/11/19

4767

Resignation

GREEN, Glen Robert

Recruit Auxiliary

15/11/19

4817

Resignation

VOICE, Christian Charles

Constable

28/11/19

2724

Resignation

BAKER, Jack Lindsay

Constable

29/11/19

30084

Resignation

MARTIN, Amy Marie

Auxiliary

3/12/19

4629

Resignation

MOSSOP, Mark

Auxiliary

6/12/19

4822

Resignation

HARRISON, Robert James

Senior Sergeant

11/12/19

1173

Retirement

ALLITT, Vaughn Norman John

Senior Constable 1/C

13/12/19

2514

Resignation

MORA, Daniel James

Constable 1/C

13/12/19

3046

Resignation

EATON, Donald John

Senior Sergeant

14/12/19

1171

Retirement

MCLELLAND, Barbara Ann

ACPO

20/12/19

7202

Retirement

BROOKE-ANDERSON, Philip

Senior Constable

31/12/19

2030

Resignation

TOOBY, Calvin Wayne

Auxiliary

9/1/20

4682

Resignation

HANKINSON, Jason Keith

Senior Constable 1/C

20/1/20

3186

Resignation

DALLACOSTA, Romolo Pietro

Senior Constable

30/1/20

2000

Retirement

WALKER, Stuart Gregory Douglas

Constable 1/C

16/2/20

3409

Resignation

Resignation
Retirement
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TODAY SHE HAD TO TAKE A DEAD
BABY FROM THE MOTHER’S ARMS.

ANY WONDER SHE’S QUIET
AND WITHDRAWN?
Learn the signs. Watch for the signs.
Put your hand up for help. Reach out to help others.
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ADVERTISEMENT

NTPA’s legal
services provider
lawyers
The firm offers a full range of legal services.

Discount legal service for
current financial NTPA
members and their families.

Receive 20 minutes free preliminary advice on all
legal matters.
We also offer a 10% discount on any legal fees for:

The NTPA works in partnership with leading law firm
Tindall Gask Bentley (TGB) to provide members with
access to first class legal services.

• Workers Compensation,
• Motor Vehicle Accident Compensation,
• Family and Divorce law,
• Estates and Estate Planning (including Wills),
• Business and Property,
• Criminal and Disciplinary.

Established in 1970, TGB has grown to become South
Australia’s largest plaintiff law firm and has now
expanded to Northern Territory and Western Australia.

To book an appointment with a lawyer or for more
information please contact the NTPA office 08 8995
9520 or email ntpa.tgb.legalservices@ntpa.com.au

p: (08) 8941 7814 e: ntpa.tgb.legalservices@ntpa.com.au
1/21 Cavenagh St Darwin, Darwin NT 0800 w: tgb.com.au
JUNE 2019039
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PSYCHOLOGISTS
AND CARE
ARRANGEMENTS
FOR CHILDREN
AFTER SEPARATION
Melanie Tilmouth
Senior Associate

A Family Assessment Report,
however, should not be
considered to predetermine
the outcome of the dispute.
A Family Assessment report
is described by the Court as
“… a document written by a
family consultant appointed by
the Court… [to provide]…
an independent assessment
of the issues in the case
and can help the judge
hearing the case to make
decisions about arrangements
for the child/ren. .”
Given that the Judge will not
talk to the child or children
directly a Family Assessment
report allows the Court to
gain an insight, via a person
specialised in dealing with
children, regarding what care
arrangements may be in the
best interest of the child or
children take into account their
care, welfare and development.
The preparation of a report
will include interviews with
the parents, any new partners,
potentially grandparents and
the children depending on
their age as well as observed
interactions between the
children and the significant
adults in their life. The children

often express their views
regarding care arrangements
to the report writer and
often it is uncovered that
the children are much more
aware of the proceedings
then may be appropriate.
The report writer will also
consider documents filed by
the parties in the proceedings.
At the conclusion of the
Family Assessment Report
the report writer will give
recommendations regarding
the care arrangements
for the children. There
may be a number of
different recommendations
depending of whether
the parties’ competing
positions are accepted by
the Court such as allegations
regarding family violence.
It is important however to
understand that simply because
a report writer has made a
particular recommendation
that it does not mean that
the Court is bound to agree
with the report writer’s
recommendations when
determining care arrangements.
Nonetheless the Family
Assessment report is critical.

For separated families who are disputing
care arrangements for their children the
preparation of a Family Assessment Report
by a child psychologist or case worker is often
a crucial part of achieving a resolution.
you to prepare for the Family
Assessment Report process
and then have a discussion
with you once the report
is released about the next
steps. Careful preparation
for the Family Assessment
Report is key to ensure that
all the correct information is
available to the report writer
and conveyed appropriately.

in the Family Assessment
Report it is important that you
discuss the report with your
family lawyer as there may
be deficiencies in the report
which you wish to challenge
or seek clarification about.
After considering the report
your lawyer will be about to
give you advice about the
options available to you.

In the recent case of Rochford
& Fitzhugh[1], the Court had
originally rejected the mother’s
request to relocate with her
two year old child on the basis
that given the age of the child
it would be difficult for the
child to maintain a meaningful
relationship with their father.
This decision was based largely
on the Family Assessment
Report which also expressed
those concerns. On appeal,
however, the Court considered
that the Family Assessment
Report did not take into
account a number of factors
which were relevant including
that the mother had maintained
her older child’s relationship
with their father, despite
relocating away from him.

If you wish to take issue with any
aspect of the Family Assessment
Report, then the way such
concerns are addressed and
the timing of you expressing
your concern must be carefully
considered. Your lawyer will
also be able to advise you
whether it is worth pursuing
any concerns you might have.
It is said that going through a
separation is one of the most
traumatic times you can go
through. So, if you are facing or
going through a separation and
you need someone to guide
you through the impact, we are
here to help. To speak without
caring, experienced Family Law
team simply call (08)82121077
or register your details at
www.tgb.com.au/enquire/tgblawyers-legal-services-register
and we’ll be in touch soon.

NTPA’s legal
services provider
Your family lawyer will assist

While it is not uncommon to be
upset by the recommendations

It is said that going through a separation is one of the most traumatic times
you can go through. So, if you are facing or going through a separation
and you need someone to guide you through the impact, we are here
to help. To speak without caring, experienced Family Law team simply
call (08)82121077 or register your details at www.tgb.com.au/enquire/
tgb-lawyers-legal-services-register and we’ll be in touch soon.

lawyers
The firm offers a full range of legal services.

Discount legal service for

Receive 20 minutes free preliminary advice on all
legal matters.

FOR URGENT
ASSISTANCE FROM
OUR ASSOCIATION
NTPA
OFFICE HOURS PHONE

08 8995 9520
NTPA
AFTER HOURS MOBILE

0497 750 025
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